The RPMM Matrix Swing Mount for videowall mounting is
the industry’s only front service-able mount with an integrated tube steel backer frame. With the built-in 6-axis
adjustment feature, the RPMM Swing Mount allows easy
panel alignment, resulting in tight seams for a virtually
seamless and flat videowall. This 100% custom mount is
compatible with all Flat Panel Displays and sizeable to any
configuration, creating a mount that fits into challenging
spaces creating an upscale and unique look.
The RPMM Matrix Swing Mount System is used primarily
for 46”, 55”, and 60” flat panels, but it can be used for any
size ranging from 24” up to 75” flat panels.
Construction
The RPMM Matrix Swing Mount is CNC laser cut from precision formed black powder coat welded steel. The backer
frame is constructed from 1.75” tube steel, allowing for a
Jbox and source devices to be located within the framework. It features pre-threaded holes providing the exact
location of where each swing mount should be installed,
saving valuable installation and service time. The 6-Axis
swing is constructed from tube steel and has amble space
for cable management and ventilation.
Features
 Front Service
 Easy to Install and Service
 Each bay swings out for rear access of panel
 Easily remove single panel w/o disassembling array
 Pre-Threaded Mounting Holes
 True 6-Axis Adjustment
 Portrait or Landscape
 Curved or Flat Walls
 Spin, Rotate, & Tilt Forward Options
 Wall, Stand, and Mobile Options
Accessories
RPMM Matrix Swing Mount options include accessory
bracket mounts to hold Loudspeakers, Source Devices, or
Cameras, creating a truly versatile mount. These accessory
mounts can be located at the sides, top, or below the panels. Touch Overlay Bezel with up to 32 touch points and
Custom Cladding can be added.
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RPMM Matrix Swing Mount uses an integrated backer framer to mount to a load bearing
wall with options of Flat, Angled, Corner, or Curved Video walls.
If the wall is not load bearing, then other mount options are available: Steel constructed
Ceiling Frames, H-Frames for slab to slab mounting, or Legs for floor attach or free
standing, and casters can be added for mobility.
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